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rising standard of life affords encouragement for the intro-
duction of new industrial methods.?; In the fifth place, the
early exploitation ..of the coal measures stimulated the^exr
pansion of industry since it served as the fuel of numerous
manufactures and as the motive power of machinery. ; In
the sixth place, all the varied influences enumerated
above1, which contributed to England's economic growth,
played their part in paving the way for the achievements
of the Factory Age. To sum up—the ' Industrial Revolu-
tion ' came first to England because she had expanding
markets at home as well as abroad for her ware$ ; because the_
nature.of these wares made them suitable for mechanical
productiort^'i,because the shortage, frequent inefficiency,
rdatiyely high price and organized power of labour,made it
desirable and profitable to expend capital on plant and
buildings ;l2-because the necessary resources were available
for Investment;- because there existed, men of enterprise-
with the energy to exploit novel methods; 'because it lay in
ther'Iogic ~.o£-:"centuries of development as moulded by a
variety, of contributory influences.
Revisions There are many aspects of the ' Industrial Revolution'
of History. concerning which scholarly opinion is moving in another
direction. For one thing, the expression is apt to convey
an erroneous idea of the rapidity with which the industrial
changes proceeded. It is now recognized that technical and
other difficulties made the adoption of machinery and the
extension of the factory system a much slower movement
than was formerly supposed; even in Yorkshire only half
the workers in the woollen industry were engaged in the
factories as late as 1856 a. This naturally raises the question
whether the term ' revolution * can be appropriately used
when it is applied, not to violent political changes, but to
an economic process for which the ground had been long
prepared, and which in its actual operation was more
evolutionary than catastrophic. For another thing, the
evils attributed to the inventions were not wholly due to
the introduction of machinery. They were caused in part
1 Supra, pp. xcvi.-xcvii.
1 Lipsoa, The History of the Woollen and Worsted Industries, 176.

